
How can I teach exactly what my 
students need, when they need it?

I’ve got an insomniac,  
genius sidekick, that’s how.



   I’m giving my students the instruction they need, when  

they need it. How could I ever go back to a textbook?   



Imagine how quickly more students would build vocabulary and read with comprehension if teachers 

could synchronize curriculum to the ongoing development of their students’ needs throughout the year.

That’s the promise of Burst™:Reading. 

By connecting formative assessment data with sophisticated, skills-based grouping and high-quality 

curricula, Burst:Reading provides K-3 teachers with detailed, 10-day sequences of intervention 

throughout the year, aligned with their students’ specific literacy needs. Teachers bring the lessons to 

life using innovative materials and their unique ability to engage and inspire their students.
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Welcome to the future of instruction

Assessment  
Benchmark assessment 

and progress 

monitoring identify 

real-time needs.

Grouping   
The technology 

at the heart of 

Burst:Reading 

groups students 

according to their 

skill needs.

Instruction   
Teachers, not computers, 

bring each lesson to life 

in the classroom with 

engaging, innovative 

materials.

Synchronized 
Intervention   

High-quality curriculum 

is delivered in the form 

of 10-day, targeted 

intervention.

Helping teachers connect it all   
Driven by a sophisticated, patent-pending algorithm, Burst:Reading  

is like an insomniac, genius sidekick assigned to each teacher.



Off-the-shelf interventions tend to start at day one, page one 

and march forward in much the same way for each student. In 

real-world classrooms, students vary in their development and 

acquisition of skills.

If these intervention programs can’t respond to classroom realities, what’s a teacher to do? Recent research1 has 

substantiated the value of adaptive instruction and it would be hard to find someone who disagreed with the 

principle. We also understand it would be hard for a teacher to find the time to continuously adapt lessons to 

each student’s instructional needs throughout the year. There just aren’t enough hours in the day.

The need for a better way could not have been clearer. 

I know that textbooks can’t bend.  
So I found something that can.

Why           ?
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       It begins with assessment
Teachers conduct one-to-one observational assessments across their 

class with Wireless Generation’s intuitive mCLASS® handheld application, 

and then sync with the web-based component to view a real-time class 

summary of results. 

Item-level data for each student then informs the grouping process and 

instruction. Ongoing progress monitoring enables Burst:Reading to adapt 

to students’ varying rates of progress and current instructional needs.

1 Riddle Buly/Valencia 2002



Skills-based Model

Since the National Reading Panel first established the 5 Big Ideas in 2000, discussion has continued as to how many 

reading component skills exist. The Skills-based Model upon which Burst:Reading is built, shown here, reflects an 

extension of the Big Ideas2 in reading: phonemic awareness, phonics, fluency, vocabulary and comprehension. 

How the Skills-based Model is applied:

       The earliest skills that students in the group do not possess are identified.

       Those skills are taught to mastery.

       Subsequent skills are added to that foundation toward the goal of reading with comprehension.

       Each strand of instruction in Burst:Reading corresponds to one of the hexagons shown here.

Because student groups are based on very specific needs at the item level, they can include any combination of 

students that would be categorized as Red, Yellow or Green within the familiar Instructional Recommendation Model.
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2  P.B. Gough and W.A. Hoover, “The Simple View of Reading,” Reading and Writing 2 (1990): 127-160
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the goal of reading with comprehension
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Sophisticated skills-based grouping

I knew Jim and Amy had different  

needs from Ben and Sally, but now,  

I know exactly what they are.

The Grouping tool in Burst:Reading is step one in applying the data from 

the mCLASS assessment, and it’s where the sophisticated algorithm at the 

heart of Burst:Reading comes into play.

The algorithm behaves like a “recommendation engine” that narrows a vast realm of options to the ones most 

likely to correspond with a specific set of instructional needs. Simply described, Burst:Reading diagnoses the needs 

of each student in a class, down to the item level, based on their assessment performance for the 5 Big Ideas. It 

then finds students with similar needs and invites the teacher to form a group.

The Burst:Reading algorithm is so smart because it was influenced by the 

successes of teaching practitioners, built into rigorous, patent-pending technology. 

We identified highly effective teachers and coaches, presented them with student 

data, and asked how they would address each scenario. We then repeated 

the process with literacy researchers; when they agreed, we formed a rule. 

Additionally, we included rules based on widely accepted early literacy research 

and patterns derived from research that proved highly predictive of later success.

So, what makes the  
algorithm so smart?
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Intelligent Grouping

   Grouping based on real-time, sophisticated, item-level analysis.

    Engineered to think like the most effective teaching practitioners.

    Extends capacity and frequency of teachers’ ability to align instruction with students’ needs.

   Targets the 5 Big Ideas: Phonemic Awareness, Alphabetic Principle, Vocabulary, Comprehension 

and Fluency.

   Groups established at Benchmark, adjusted if warranted after progress monitoring.

even when the algorithm suggests putting lucy  

and Ben together, it knows I have the final word.

We wouldn’t design a program for the real world 

without the flexibility for exceptions – we have the 

data, but teachers know their students. 

Perhaps a teacher has a limit to the number of 

students that can receive intervention. Perhaps placing 

Lucy and Ben together will result in more distraction 

than learning. Teachers have the opportunity to 

acknowledge classroom realities and reassign students 

to other groups with the same needs without impacting 

fidelity.

teachers have final approval for group assignments.



As soon as a teacher has reviewed and approved the recommended groups, Burst:Reading goes to work and literally 

“stays up all night,” determining the skill, pace and style of lessons that will work best for the needs of a specific 

group of students.  

In the morning, a 10-day sequence of 30-minute lessons – called a Burst – is made available for download as a PDF 

file that can be printed or referenced from a computer.

this is what it feels like to have my own personal night shift. 
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Intervention synchronized to each group’s needs

Sample Burst:Reading web-based interface



That’s thirty zeroes, to spare you the counting. It’s a nonillion. It’s literally the 

maximum number of potential instructional sequences* that Burst:Reading can 

generate to help a particular student. Off-the-shelf interventions might start a 

student at a different place in the program, but once in it, there’s very little room 

for bona fide adaptation. 

* an instructional sequence consists of 12 two-week cycles
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Intervention synchronized to each group’s needs

Strong Instructional design

   Instructional sequences reflect skill 

development hierarchy: Acquisition, Fluency, 

Generalization, Adaptation.

   Four activities and an application game 

reinforce two strands of daily instruction.

   Explicit instruction, dynamic curriculum with 

comprehensive scope and systematic sequence.

   Instructional design develops skills with 

increasing difficulty until mastery is achieved.

   “I do; we do; you do” modeling approach 

quickly develops confidence and 

understanding. 

   Interactive, teacher-led instructional activities 

engage students.

 now, I can provide a nonillion combinations 

of instruction based on the specific needs of 

my students. Yes, that’s a real number.

1,
00

0,
000,000,000,000,000,000,000,00

0,
00

0
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the Burst

Here’s an example of what is included with each 10-day Burst, illustrating the overview, lesson detail and the type 

of progression that could be seen from Day 1 to Day 10 of a Burst that’s designed to focus on two skills for a 

sample group.

Every Burst is customized specifically for 
a single group of students, highlighting 
the two focus skills and key probes to 

use for progress monitoring.

the overview page provides a 10-day road map.

The precise 
sequence of 
lessons that 

will be taught 
over the 10-day 

period.



each day session is comprised of five activities, 

each of which should take five to eight 

minutes to deliver.

Name of activity, skill it 
teaches, and its goal.

In a Nutshell is a 
quick summary 
of the lesson.

Materials 
you’ll need for 

this lesson.

How to adjust 
the lesson so 

that it is easier 
or harder.
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lessons progress in difficulty  

within each 10-day plan.



freeReading™

I’ve got a silent partner that  
lets me do all the talking.
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The teacher is at the center of how Burst:Reading is brought to life — as you 

know better than anyone, the most effective solutions support the great work 

of teachers who know their classrooms best, and have the ability to adapt to the 

responses and responsiveness of each student.

The Burst:Reading lessons are based on content drawn 

from FreeReading, launched by Wireless Generation and 

the first open-source curriculum to have been approved by 

a state instructional materials adoption process (Florida). Unlike open-source lesson repositories, FreeReading’s K-3 

content is based on the recommendations of the National Reading Panel and other leading researchers.  

In sharp contrast to major print programs updated every five to seven years, FreeReading is constantly refined and 

expanded, fostered by experts and community members. To ensure stability and rigor, the content from which 

Burst:Reading’s instruction is drawn is “locked,” meaning it can only be changed by those authorized to do so.

The advisors steward the ongoing research 

and development agenda of FreeReading. 

Catherine Snow 

Henry Lee Shattuck Professor of Education 

Harvard Graduate School of Education

Michael kamil 

Consulting Professor of Education;  

Psychological Studies in Education; 

Learning, Design, and Technology 

Stanford University School of Education

freeReading Advisors

Brought to life by teachers



freeReading™
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Burst Cards – Instructional cards used for many of the lessons have been designed with real-world classrooms 

in mind. Our improvement on traditional flashcards resulted in differently shaped and color-coded cards for instant 

identification and quick sorting:

tha

was black

tha

was black

tha

was black

tha

was black

tha

was black

1

tha

was
16

black
152

1

parrot puppet – can make lessons more playful,  

and provide a foil for the teacher during activities in 

which students are supposed to “catch a mistake.” 

Burst Guides – our light, friendly alternative 

to heavy Teacher’s Editions make becoming a 

Burst:Reading expert easy, from basics through 

explanation of the rigorous approach that drives the 

grouping and instructional planning. 

The Jungle Book: A Pop-Up Adventure – 

provides context for foundational skills being learned.

A Mini White Board, dry erase Markers, 

and eraser – for examples relevant to the lesson. 

Burst Binder – keeps the current Burst in order 

and readily available for use.

Stickers – are useful for motivation, improvement, 

positive behavior, and effort.

Smarter instructional materials

Customizing instruction for my students doesn’t 
have to send me to the chiropractor.

   Not a typical oversized, heavy box or back-

straining teacher edition.

   Innovative materials design informed by 

classroom observation.

   Instructional materials are intuitive to use, 

engage students dynamically.

   Designed to work across the three common 

intervention models – Literacy center, Pull-out/

Push-in, and Walk-to models.

Inside the bag 

Thinking outside the box meant thinking inside the bag – a durable canvas tote stores the compact Burst:Reading 

materials so teachers can deliver interventions anywhere from a classroom to the hallway. 
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Recognizing the scarcity of teachers’ time, we offer half-day onsite training for all participating teachers, coaches 

and interventionists, or training of trainers. Ideally, this would follow a common model where it’s “see one, do 

one,” in class, with students. The teacher would see how this instruction is delivered, get a chance to deliver it 

themselves, and then be prepared to teach other colleagues. 

The onsite training is followed by a two-hour webcast covering the Burst assessment measures and software, as 

well as a two-hour webcast of enrichment training following eight weeks of using Burst:Reading.

Additionally, we’ve built burstbase.net, an online community where teachers and researchers using Burst:Reading 

can interact with each other via forums and even create their own secure blog for sharing experiences and best 

practices. The site also hosts a set of tools and support materials designed to help Burst:Reading users make the most 

of their experience.

ongoing implementation support

A significant differentiator between Burst:Reading and other programs is our dedicated fidelity team that tracks each 

Burst group and alerts teachers, coaches and/or administrators when things go off course. Our goal is to help ensure 

the success of the program and its students by responding quickly to help our teaching partners solve problems.

training

   Half-day onsite (participating  

teaching practitioners or 

“training of trainers”).

   Two-hour webcast covering Burst 

assessment measures.

   Two-hour enrichment training  

webcast at eight weeks.

professional development and Support





We consistently hear from teachers that the most 

gratifying moments in the job are interactions during 

which they can literally see students making progress. 

Our intent in developing Burst:Reading is that as 

teachers use it, they will feel perhaps a bit like a 

superhero – still at the heart of the process, but with 

the ability to help each student progress faster and 

more comprehensively than ever before.

for more information, please visit WirelessGeneration.com/Burst.

Corporate Office: 55 Washington Street, Suite 900, Brooklyn, NY 11201-1071 - (212) 213-8177
Sales Inquiries: (866) 212-8688 - www.wirelessgeneration.com

Wireless Generation® and mCLASS® are trademarks of Wireless Generation Inc.
All other marks are the property of their respective owners.

   I don’t wear a red satin cape.  
But I feel like I could.   


